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Building an empire of urban traffic dispersal system. Listed in 1993,
Ekovest is principally involved in construction, property development and
toll road operations. The major shareholder of Ekovest is Tan Sri Lim
Kang Hoo and family, who collectively own ~40% of the group. Apart from
Ekovest, Lim is also a major shareholder of listed property developer
Iskandar Waterfront City Bhd (IWCITY with ~47% shareholding).



Ekove st i s the concession holder and main contractor of the DUKE
Highway (DUKE 1, 2 & 3), which collectively costs RM6.3bn. In Feb17, it
disposed a 40% stake in DUKE 1 and 2 to EPF for RM1.13bn, valuing the
concessions (DUKE 1 & 2 only) at RM2.83bn or RM1.32/share (7.6%
higher against 10 May closing). Ekovest has indicated that it plans to list
its expressway concession business. It is currently working towards the
listing for DUKE as early as 2018 with the aim of raising ~US$500m.



The group ha s a sizeable orderbook of RM5.6bn, excluding Duke 2A.
The construction work on its DUKE toll roads Phase 2-3 amount to
RM4.3bn and forms the biggest portion of Ekovest's construct ion order
book. Building construction work for its property project and river
beautification work for the River of Life project account for the rest of its
orderbook. Its order book could increase further by 113% or RM6.3bn if it
includes the construction of DUKE-Phase 2A, which is expected to be
carried out by its construction division To recap, Ekovest received a letter
in Jan 2017 from the Government on the principle approval of the
proposed privatisation of the K ampung B aru Link, Istana Link and Kapar
Link Expressway. Overall, if the DUKE master plan is executed as
planned, the construction of subsequent expressways under DUKE
master plan could potentially provide construction earnings visibility for
another 5 to 10 years.



Sitting on a large prime landba nk in Klang Valley. Ekovest has 76
acres undeveloped landbank located at prime areas in the Klang Valley
(39 acres), Danga Bay, Johor (25 acres) and Kuantan (12 acres). It has
been developing lands in Cheras (12.0 acres) and Titiwangsa (27 acres)
with a combined GDV of RM7.8bn over 10-years development period.
The group has an intention to retain the shopping mall in Cheras and
Titiwangsa developments for recurring inc ome. In longer term, the group
is exploring the option of REITing the shopping malls to unlock the value
of the property.
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Values emerge after recent selldown. The stock tumbled from YTD high
of RM1.52 (13 Mar) to a low of RM1.01 (4 May) before ending at RM1.23
yesterday following the shocking announc ement that the sale of Bandar
Malaysia to the IWCITY-China Railway Engineering Corp JV has lapsed
on 3 May. However, we believe the recent selldown as an opportunity to
accumulate a deeply undervalued contractor and concessionaire. We like
the company for its i) huge outstanding construction order b ook; ii)
potential unlocking of asset value through IPO for its expressways; iii)
potential RE ITing of its shopping malls in long term; iv) its projects are not
dependent on China FDI investments.



Further relief rally? Overall, we see limited downside risks for Ekovest in
the short term, as values begin to emerge after recent selloff. Moreover,
indicators are on the mend and selling pressures are tapering off. A
decisive breakout above RM1. 32 (the Duke 1& 2 valuation) will spur prices
higher to retest the RM1.36 (30-d SAM) levels and our LT objective at
RM1.50 (upper B ollinger band). On the flip side, key supports are RM1.20
(38.2% FR) and RM1.15 (100-d SMA). Cut loss at RM1.12.

EARNINGS SUMMARY

FYE 31 Dec
Revenue (RM'm)
Core PATAMI (RM'm)
Issued shrs (m)
EPS (sen)
Dividend (sen)
P/ E (x)
Yield (% )

FY15
439.0
18.0
2,139.0
0.8
2.0
146.2
1.6

FY16
794.0
43.0
2,139.0
2.0
3.0
61.2
2.4

FY17e
1,246.0
162.0
2,139.0
7.6
12.0
16.2
9.8

FY18e
1,800.0
185.0
2,139.0
8.6
3.0
14.2
2.4

Source: Bloomberg
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Disclaimer
The information contained in this report is based on data obtained from sources believed to be
reliable. However, the data and/or sources have not been independently verified and as such, no
representation, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, adequacy, completeness or reliability
of the info or opinions in the report.
Accordingly, neither Hong Leong Investment Bank Berhad nor any of its related companies and
associates nor person connected to it accept any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or
consequential losses (including loss of profits) or damages that may arise from the use or reliance
on the info or opinions in this publication.
An y information, opinions or recommendations contained h erein are subject to change at any time
without prior notice. Hong Leong Investment Bank Berhad has no obligation to update its opinion or
the information in this report.
Investors are advised to make their own independent evaluation of the info contained in this report
and seek independent financial, legal or other advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in
any securities or the investment strategies discussed or recommended in this report. Nothing in this
report constitutes investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment
or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your individual circumstances or otherwise represent a
personal recommndation to you.
Under no circumstances should this report be considered as a n offer to sell or a solicitation of any
offer to buy any securities referred to herein.
Hong Leong Investment Bank Berhad and its related companies, their associates, directors,
connected parties and/or employees may, from time to time, own, have positions or be materially
interested in any securities mentioned herein or any securities related thereto, and may further act
as market maker or have assumed underwriting commitment or deal with such securities and
provide advisory, investment or other services for or do business with any companies or entities
mentioned in this report. In re viewing the report, investors should be aware that any or all of the
foregoing among other things, may give rise to real or potential conflict of interests.
This research report is being supplied to you on a strictly confidential basis solely for your
information and is made strictly on the basis that it will remain confidential. All materials presented
in this report, unless specifically indicated otherwise, is under copyright to Hong Leong Investment
Bank Berhad . This research report and its contents may not be reproduced, stored in a retrieval
system, redistributed, transmitted or passed on, direclty or indirectly, to an y person or published in
whole or in part, or altered in any way, for any purpose.
This report may provide the addresses of, or contain hyperlinks to, websites.
Hong Leong
Investment Bank Berhad takes no responsibility for the content contained therein. Such addresses
or hyperlinks (including addresses or hyperlinks to Hong Leong Investment Bank Berhad own
website material) are provided solely for your convenience. The information and the content of the
linked site do not in any way form part of this report. Accessing such website or following such link
through the report or Hong Leong Investment Bank Berhad website shall be at your own risk.
1. As of 12 Ma y 2017, Hong Leong Investment Bank Berhad has proprietary interest in the following
securities covered in this report:
(a) -.
2. As of 12 Ma y 2017, the analyst, Loui Low Ley Yee, who prepared this report, has interest in the
following securities covered in this report:
(a) -.
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Equity rating definitions
BUY
TRADING BUY
HOLD
TRADING SELL
SELL
NOT RATED

Positiv e recommendation of stock under coverage. Expected absolute return of more than +10% ov er 12-months, with low risk of sustained downside.
Positiv e recommendation of stock not under coverage. Expected absolute return of more than +10% ov er 6-months. Situational or arbitrage trading opportunity .
Neutral recommendation of stock under coverage. Expected absolute return betw een -10% and +10% over 12-months, with low risk of sustained downside.
Negativ e recommendation of stock not under coverage. Expected absolute return of less than -10% ov er 6-months. Situational or arbitrage trading opportunity.
Negativ e recommendation of stock under coverage. High risk of negative absolute return of more than -10% ov er 12-months.
No research coverage, and report is intended purely for informational purposes.

Industry rating definitions
OVERWEIGHT
NEUTRAL
UNDERWEIGHT
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The sector, based on weighted market capitalization, is expected to have absolute return of more than +5% ov er 12-months.
The sector, based on weighted market capitalization, is expected to have absolute return betw een –5% and +5% over 12-months.
The sector, based on weighted market capitalization, is expected to have absolute return of less than –5% ov er 12-months.
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